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From: Cathy Marcinkevage - NOAA Federal <cathy.marcinkevage@noaa.gov>


Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2018 12:01 PM


To: Howard Brown


Cc: Garwin Yip


Subject: Re: Submitting information to Reclamation on Friday?


Evan is out sick today. I took a quick scan of what he put together late last week, and it contains the basic info


we suggested.


Potential outstanding tasks on that:


Cross-check with some other tables I sent yesterday from CWF that was comparing methods proposed to be


used for remand with those proposed to be used for BDCP. B/c remand/OCAP covers a broader geographic area


than CWF, there may be items on the remand list that should be included in what we submit to Rec.


Any type of preference/weight of evidence selection.


I can maybe get to some of this tomorrow. I HAVE to get litigation response done today...the courts don't care


about our presidential memo.


If it doesn't need to go to Rec until later on Friday, we can probably work a lot on it on Thurs.


On Tue, Oct 30, 2018 at 11:36 AM Howard Brown - NOAA Federal <howard.brown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Cathy and Garwin,


Any updates Evan and Barb's efforts on pulling together modelling needs and recent science to send to


BOR. Maria is expecting this to go out on Friday, so we will need to button it up and Maria is also asking to


see the package before it goes out so I think we will need to get something to her sometime Thursday.


Howard


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Maria Rea - NOAA Federal <maria.rea@noaa.gov>


Date: Tue, Oct 30, 2018 at 11:24 AM


Subject: Submitting information to Reclamation on Friday?


To: Howard Brown <Howard.Brown@noaa.gov>, Garwin Yip <garwin.yip@noaa.gov>


Hi Both,


Hoping to be able to see what’s getting submitted to Reclamation


before it goes out on Friday. Thanks,


- Maria


Sent from my iPad


--
Howard L. Brown


Senior Policy Advisor

NOAA Fisheries, West Coast Region
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